


�e Primrose Bride is...
 exuberant, honest, and pure. Her presence and smile will light up a room and she 
speads positivity and joy wherever she goes. She is simple and sweet and is beautiful inside 
and out. She truly lives her life and loves every moment. She doesn’t stress the small things 
and goes with the flow because at the end of the day, everything is just perfect.

Honest Content...
 From darling ideas to wedding day organization and logistics, our editors and 
contributors give you leading industry inpiration, trends and advice on how to perfectly 
plan and execute couples’ dream wedding day visions.

Primrose Brides
BRIDE MEDIAN AGE - 33

GROOM MEDIAN AGE - 32
MEDIAN HHI - $90,000
ENGAGEMENT LENGTH

Median - 16 Months
LIVING TOGETHER BEFORE MARRIAGE

Median - 88%

Stats & Distribution
PAGE, FULL-COLOR BLEED - $7,000

COVER 2 - $9,000
COVER 4 - $11,000

Premium positioning available
DISTRIBUTION - 55,000

AD CLOSE - 8 months before production
CIRRCULATION - three months

Positive and Pure...
 We love inspiring our couples and vendors and watching the ideas in our pages 
come to life as you recreate original ideas to tell the unique stories of our couples and 
featuring their love and individuality with our audience.

Perfect Inspiration...
 Get ideas and advice from real couples from all over the U.S. and hopefully soon, 
the world! We love showing off unique celebrations and love stories.

Bloom & Grow...
 We love helping professionals find more couples and grow their business. Advertis-
ing memberships are always available and we are always looking for fresh contributors.

 Primrose Bride magazine provides happy and loving couples dependable 
and reliable sources and tools, along with inspiration and ideas to bring their 
wedding vision to life. �is publication is the perfect resource for connecting with 
honest wedding professionals and complete their to-do-list with simplicity and ease.

*Demographic, statistics and distribution data are projections based o� current tra�c and leading competitors, not acutal data. 
�is kit will be updated every six months. Media Kit last modi�ed: May 2020


